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Abstract Kurt Grelling wrote a paper in 1939 presenting various concepts of de-
pendence. The paper remained unpublished, but deserves to be read today. Many of
the ideas of the paper have been subsequently reinvented but one concept, which we
call G-dependence, is still genuinely new, and that is the main topic of this paper.
We isolate some basic properties of G-dependence and pose the question of finding
simple axioms for it.

1 Introduction

In his 1939 [11] the mathematician and logician Kurt Grelling2 developed, in co-
operation with Paul Oppenheim3, a completely abstract theory of dependence and
independence with apparently no connection to algebra or probability theory, al-
though a study of dependence was emerging in these fields too. His starting point
seems to have been so-called Gestalt Theory [23], but his prime example was the
earthly way in which commercial price depends on supply and demand. This paper
will present an overview of Grelling’s theory.
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2 Kurt Grelling was born in Berlin in 1886. He studied in Göttingen with David Hilbert as his
supervisor, graduating in 1910 with a thesis on set theory. Already in 1908 he published a paper
with L. Nelson on Russell’s paradox, in which they introduced what is today known as the Grelling-
Nelson paradox. He was subsequently influential in philosophy in the so-called Berlin Circle. He
perished in Auschwitz in 1942.
3 Paul Oppenheim was born in Frankfurt am Main in 1885, emigrated from Germany to Belgium
in 1933, and then to USA in 1939. He contributed to philosophy, especially Gestalt Theory, and to
philosophy of science, working with Grelling and also with Carl Gustav Hempel (1905-1997).
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The concepts of linear and algebraic dependence have a long history. They were
known early in the 19th century in the methodology of solving systems of equations.
Likewise, the concept of independence of events was at the heart of probability the-
ory from the moment of its conception. In the thirties van den Waerden [25] and
Whitney [26] pointed out similarities in the properties of linear and algebraic de-
pendence and suggested an abstract concept which covers both, without assuming
any background algebraic operations. This concept is nowadays known as the con-
cept of a matroid or a pregeometry. Also in the thirties, Kolmogoroff [20] gave an
axiomatic basis for probability theory, including an exact formulation of indepen-
dence of events, with events being essentially just abstract sets.

Apart from algebra, probability theory and logic, the concepts of dependence and
independence were, of course, used throughout the centuries of development of ex-
perimental science. In physics Galileo argued already in the 16th century that the
time of descent of two falling bodies is dependent on the height from where they are
dropped but independent of their weight. In the 18th century in philosophy Hume
developed the theory of causality, continued by Mill in the 19th century; and causal-
ity is intimately connected with dependence: an effect depends in a natural sense
on its cause, and on the other hand, what is independent of the effect cannot be its
cause either. In biology Mendel argued in 1866 that what are now called alleles of
genes of plants are totally dependent on the alleles of the parents, but alleles of dif-
ferent genes are inherited independently of each other. When we come to the early
19th century the concept of independence was widely used in physics, chemistry,
biology, statistics, and other fields. In quantum physics the concept of independence
of events received notoriety from the EPR-phenomenon [5], according to which two
however distant entangled particles apparently depend on each other in an instanta-
neous cause-effect sense, although they are in the sense of classical physics totally
independent of each other. The entanglement phenomenon was proved with a math-
ematical argument in 1964 by Bell [2], and later also experimentally demonstrated.

In an unrelated development in computer science in the seventies Codd [4] in-
troduced the concept of functional dependence in a relational database. This is, as
we argue below, essentially equivalent to Grelling’s concept of dependence. Many
variations of functional dependence were introduced in database theory including
the concept of independence (under the name ‘embedded multivalued dependence’
[6]). This concept is a special case of the probability theoretic concept of indepen-
dence.

We use team semantics [24] as a universal approach covering all the individual
cases of dependence.

Notation: If A is a set, P(A) is the power-set of A. We use x, y, z and so on for finite
set. Then xi, y j, zk and so on refer to individual elements of x, y, z, respectively. If
x and y are sets, then xy is a shorthand notation for the union x∪ y. If x ⊆ I and
s : I→M is a function, then s�x is the restriction of s to the domain x.
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Fig. 1 A gestalt phenomenon.

2 Dependence

Grelling’s interest in dependence arose from Gestalt theory. Gestalt theory goes back
to the essay On ‘Gestalt Qualities’ by the philosopher Christian von Ehrenfels, pub-
lished in 1890. This theory started in philosophy and then moved to psychology.
An example of a Gestalt concept is the phenomenon that our perception “fills” the
missing parts in Figure 1. The missing parts are in a sense functionally dependent
on—or in the closure of—the visible parts. Instead of a visual image we could con-
sider a piece of music or poetry. Grelling started to develop a mathematical theory
of such dependence.

Grelling states, in his own notation, a definition equivalent to the following:

Definition 1 (Grelling [11]). Let I be a set of functions g of the same variable x
(or more generally, a finite string of variables). The closure cl(ϕ) of ϕ ⊆ I consists
of those functions f in I for which the following holds: for any x1 and x2, if each
function g in ϕ satisfies g(x1) = g(x2), then f (x1) = f (x2). We say that ψ depends
(only) on ϕ if ψ ⊆ cl(ϕ).

Typically g would be a magnitude with x as a parameter. A typical parameter
would be time. We can think of Grelling’s functions as columns of a table of data
and his arguments x as indexes of the rows of the table (see Figure 2), although
Grelling does not refer explicitly to a table of data as his model.

x f1 f2 · · · fm
a1 f1(a1) f2(a1) . . . fm(a1)
...

...
...

...
ak f1(ak) f2(ak) . . . fm(ak)
...

...
...

...

Fig. 2 Grelling’s setup
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The closure operation cl of Definition 1 satisfies, as Grelling observes, the axioms

C1 x⊆ cl(x).
C2 If x⊆ y, then cl(x)⊆ cl(y).
C3 cl(cl(x))⊆ cl(x).

Any function P(I)→P(I) as above is nowadays called a closure operation. If
I is a vector space, then cl(x) can be taken to be the linear span [x] of x. Now
dependence means the same as linear dependence. Likewise, in an algebraically
closed field we can let cl(x) be the algebraic closure of x, and then dependence
means algebraic dependence. If we have a topology on I, we can let cl(x) be the
topological closure of x, and dependence means being in the set or on the boundary
of the set. For an example from model theory, suppose M is an infinite first order
structure. An element a of M is algebraic over x⊆M if there is a first order formula
(with identity) φ(y,z1, . . . ,zm) and elements b1, . . . ,bm of M such that the set

A = {a ∈M : M |= φ(a,b1, . . . ,bm)}

is finite and a ∈ A. We get a closure operation cl on M be letting cl(x) be the set
of elements of M which are algebraic over x. If G is a finite graph we can let cl(x)
be the set of points which are on a closed walk (a sequence of vertices starting
and ending at the same vertex, with each two consecutive vertices in the sequence
connected by an edge in the graph) including x. In this case dependence on x means
being within a closed walk from some elements of x. If I is the set of attributes
(fields) of a database, then cl(x) can be taken to consist of those attributes yi for
which the attributes in x functionally determine yi, i.e. if we take any two tuples
from the database and they agree about the attributes in x they also agree about
the attribute yi. Dependence in this case means the same as functional dependence
in database theory. A classical closure operation in logic is logical consequence:
Suppose I is the set of all first order sentences in a given vocabulary. Let cl(x) be the
set of sentences that logically follow from the sentences of x. Then cl is a closure
operation on I. Dependence in this structure means the same as logical consequence.
For an example from recursion theory, suppose I is uncountable the set of all subsets
of N. For a (typically finite) subset x of I let cl(x) consist of those (countably many,
if x is countable) subsets of N which can be computed with some finite number of
oracles from x. In this case dependence means being computable from. Similarly
we can let cl(x) be the constructible closure L(x)∩ I of x in the sense of Gödel’s
notion of constructibility in set theory. In a sense the most general form of a closure
operation is the following: If F is any set of n-ary functions, for various n ∈N, on a
set I, we can take cl(x) to be the closure of x⊆ I under all the functions in F . Then
y depends in this sense on x, if the elements of y can be obtained from elements of x
by repeated applications of functions in F .

Rather than defining dependence on the basis of a closure operation we can start
with something that can be called a ‘dependence relation’ and define a closure op-
eration from it. Indeed, in [22] a binary relation x⇒y (“y depends (only) on x”) on
P(I) is called a dependence relation, if the following Armstrong Axioms ([1]) are
satisfied:
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D1 x⇒x
D2 If x⇒yz, then xu⇒y
D3 If x⇒y and y⇒z, then x⇒z
D4 If x⇒y and x⇒z, then x⇒yz

The equivalence
x⇒y iff y⊆ cl(x)

ties closure operations and dependence relations together. If the closure operation
satisfies (C1)-(C3), then the dependence relation satisfies (D1)-(D4), and for finite I
the converse holds, too.

Fig. 3 A closure operation.

We now present Grelling’s definition in the framework of team semantics (equiv-
alently, relational databases), which makes it easier to compare the concept with
similar concepts in logic, computer science, algebra, model theory and statistics. In
[24] the concept of a team, and team semantics, was introduced, based on the con-
cept of a trump in [17, 18]. The idea of team semantics is to use sets of assignments,
rather than single assignments, to define the meaning of logical formulas.

Definition 2 ([24]). Suppose I is a finite set of variables and M is a set. Any function
s : I → M is called an assignment. Any set of assignments is called a team with
domain I. A function 〈s j : j ∈ J〉 with assignments s j : I→M as values is called a
multiteam.

The difference between teams and multiteams is that the latter allows repetition
of the same assignment, giving rise to the concept of the probability of an assign-
ment (exploited in [19]). If X = 〈s j : j ∈ J〉 is a multiteam, then {s j : j ∈ J} is a team
and we write s ∈ X whenever s = s j for some j ∈ J. Teams can be represented as a
table, see Figure 4. In this respect they are essentially relational databases.

Grelling’s setup is actually the setup of team semantics using multiteams. What
he calls a function is in team semantics a variable. This difference in vocabulary is
familiar from probability theory: a random variable is actually a function. Also in
mathematics, if y = f (x), then y is at the same time a variable and a function. What
Grelling calls an argument is in team semantics an assignment. In a sense, team
semantics thinks of the n-tuple
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s x1 x2 · · · xm
s1 s1(x1) s1(x2) . . . s1(xm)
...

...
...

...
sk s1(ak) s2(ak) . . . sk(xm)
...

...
...

...

Fig. 4 A team.

( f1(x), . . . , fn(x)),

where I = { f1, . . . , fn}, as an assignment. Finally, the value f (x) is written in team
semantics as x( f ), or using the notation of team semantics, as s(x) (see Figure 5).

Grelling Team semantics Team semantics notation
(none) team X
function f variable f variable x
argument value x assignment x assignment s
f (x) x( f ) s(x)

Fig. 5 Grelling’s notation and team semantics compared.

Definition 3 (Team closure operation). Suppose X is a team or a multiteam with
domain I. We obtain a closure operation by letting clX (x) consist of those y ∈ I for
which

∀s,s′ ∈ X(s�x = s′�x→ s�y = s′�y). (E)

We call such a closure operation clX a team closure operation. Dependence of y
(only) on x means in this closure operation functional dependence, i.e. the existence
of a function f on <ω M such that

∀s ∈ X(s�y = f (s�x)).

We denote this associated dependence relation by⇒X .

The concept Grelling calls dependence4 is exactly that of Definition 3. If M is a
field, I is a set of vectors in a vector space V over M, the assignments s of a team
are interpreted as basis vectors of V , and we interpret the columns of a team X as
coefficients which expresses any i in the domain of X as a linear combination of the
vectors s ∈ X , then cl(x) in the sense of team semantics means the same as linear
span and dependence means the same as linear dependence, provided we demand in
Definition 3 that the function f is linear.

4 He uses the symbol ‘Equidep(y,x)’ for the dependence of y on x.
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Fig. 6 A team.

Grelling points out that constancy is a special case of dependence. This can occur
if clX ( /0) 6= /0. In team semantics i ∈ clX ( /0), i.e. i is constant, means

∀s,s′ ∈ X(s(i) = s′(i)).

In the team of Figure 6 we have clX ( /0) = {x3}, i.e. x3 is constant. Another trivi-
alising case, as Grelling points out, is the case that s�y is different for each s ∈ X .
Then cl(y) = I and every i ∈ I is dependent on y. Such a y is called a key in database
theory. In the team of Figure 6 the set {x1,x4} is a key. By means of a key one can
identify every entry in the database.

The team closure (or dependence) operations are sufficiently general to cover all
cases of closure (or dependence) operations. The following result is essentially due
to Armstrong [1]:

Theorem 1 ([1]). For every dependence relation⇒ there is a team X such that⇒
is the team dependence relation⇒X .

Proof. For a start, let us pick some x,y such that x;y. Let Zx,y be the set of variables
zi such that x⇒zi, and let Vx,y be the set of remaining variables. Thus y∩Vx,y 6= /0.
Suppose ax,y and bx,y are two arbitrary distinct elements (e.g. 0 and 1). Let Xx,y =
{s0,s1}where s0(v) = ax,y for v∈ Zx,y∪Vx,y, s1(v) = ax,y for v∈ Zx,y and s1(v) = bx,y
for v ∈ Vx,y. Obviously, x;Xx,y y. Let us finally let X be the union of all Xx,y, where
x,y ⊆ I are such that x;y. To make this union more coherent, let us assume all the
ax,y and bx,y are different for different x,y. We call this the Disjointness Assumption.
Suppose now u⇒v. We show u⇒X v. Suppose for this end s,s′ ∈ X such that s�u =
s′�u. By the Disjointness Assumption s,s′ ∈ Xx,y for some x,y such that x;y. Since
s�u = s′�u, we must have u ⊆ Zx,y. Since u⇒v, we have also v ⊆ Zx,y. Thus s�v =
s′�v, i.e. u⇒X v. Suppose then u;v. In this case there are s,s′ ∈ Xu,v ⊆ X such that
s�u = s′�u but s�v 6= s′�v, i.e. u;X v. ut

Corollary 1. For every closure operation cl there is a team X such that cl is the
team closure operation clX .

Note that if I is finite, the team X constructed in the above Theorem is also finite.
On the other hand, if I is the set of all complex numbers and cl is the algebraic
closure, then the team X has continuum size.

In summary, there are two alternative approaches to dependence: the closure op-
eration approach, and the dependence relation approach. Both approaches can be
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subsumed under the team semantics approach. In algebra the closure operation ap-
proach seems the most natural. In computer science the dependence relation ap-
proach seems the most appropriate. But all in all, in a finite domain I, there is just
one theory of dependence, governed by the rules (C1)-(C3), or equivalently by the
rules (D1)-(D4).

3 Interdependence and mutual dependence

Grelling discusses at length interdependence and mutual dependence, concepts de-
rived from the basic concept of dependence. These are cases where several variables
all depend on each other as if they were bound together by an equation. Indeed, if
in a vector space

x−2y+3z = 0, (1)

then x depends on y and z but equally y depends on x and z, and z depends on x and
y. This is an example of interdependence. The law of Boyle

pV
T

= constant

on the relationship between pressure (p), volume (V ) and temperature (T ) of a gas
is used as an example in [12]. Also Hintikka [16] emphasises the importance of
interdependence from the point of view of applications to science.

Definition 4. Suppose cl is a closure operation and x ∈P(I). We say that x is inter-
dependent if cl(x\{xi}) = x for all xi ∈ x, or equivalently, xi depends on x\{xi} for
each xi ∈ x.

In an interdependent set every element is dependent on a subset of the remaining
elements. In the team of Figure 6 the set {x1,x2} is interdependent. In a vector space
any set of vectors, which forms a linearly dependent set although every proper subset
is linearly independent, is interdependent. If G is a finite graph any set of elements,
which reside on a single closed walk, is an interdependent set.

A particularly strong form of interdependence is, what Grelling calls interqui-
dependence: cl(y) = x for all proper non-empty subsets y of x. In this case any
individual element of x has all of x as its closure. Another closely related form of
the concept of ‘being dependent on each other’ is the following:

Definition 5. Suppose cl is a closure operation on a set I. Two subsets x and y of I
are said to be mutually dependent if x is dependent on y and y is dependent on x, i.e.
cl(x) = cl(y) (Figure 7).

The mutual dependence of x and y, which is of course a symmetrical property,
means in team semantics that if we know the values of x we can figure out the values
of y and vice versa. In Figure 6 the sets {x1} and {x2} are mutually dependent. Obvi-
ously, the singleton sets {xi} and {x j} are mutually dependent if and only if {x1,x2}
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Fig. 7 x and y are mutually dependent.

is interdependent. For non-singleton sets this is not true: x∪y can be interdependent
without x and y being mutually dependent (see Figure 8).

Fig. 8 x and y are mutually dependent but x∪ y is not interdependent.

As with interdependence, mutual dependence is a concept derived from depen-
dence, so to understand mutual dependence it is sufficient to develop an understand-
ing of dependence itself.

4 G-dependence

Grelling also considers a variant of dependence which is new even today. The vari-
ant is based on the idea that if x depends on y, then this is often not only a one-way
relationship between x and y. It is often the case, and indeed meant to be the case,
that being able to compute x from y gives also a clue in the other direction: informa-
tion about x limits what y can be. Grelling writes5:

“The notion ‘Equidep’ [of dependence] is being based on the statement (E) [of Definition 3],
i.e. on the assumption that equality of the values of y is implied by the equality of the
corresponding values of the other variables [x] involved (that was the very reason for the
choice of the symbol). Now it seems to be equally evident that a variable which is said
to depend upon other variables must vary with them. In order to explain this new notion
let us consider a method often employed by scientists in testing the dependence of one
phenomenon on other phenomena. Suppose we have a certain phenomenon a and want to

5 We have changed names and symbols from the original in order to be consistent with the current
paper.
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test its dependence upon a group of phenomena: b, c, d. Then we often proceed in the
following way: first we keep b and c constant and let d alone vary; then, if a varies also, we
infer that d is one of the phenomena upon which a is depending. Suppose we do the same
thing with c and find that a does not vary when c alone among the group b, c, d has been
made to vary. In that case we would say that a does not depend upon c, etc.” [11]

For example, to say that the time of descent depends on the height of the drop
seems to imply that changing the height leads to a change in the time of descent.
To say that whether it rains depends on whether the wind is from the west seems to
imply that a turn of the wind to the west would bring about a change of weather. To
say that our genes depend on the genes of our parents seems to suggest that if our
parents had had different genes, we would have different genes as well. Whenever
we type a password on the keyboard, the sound the keys being pressed make depends
obviously on the password because it is the typing of the password that produces the
sound. But since different keys make different sounds, anyone who hears the sounds
may with appropriate instruments be able to guess the password [13].

In conclusion, there is an element in the way we use the word “depends” which
suggests that the dependence is sometimes meant to be more ‘active’ than in Def-
inition 1. The context of closure operations seems too general to formulate such a
concept, but in the context of team semantics Grelling proposes the following:

Definition 6 (G-dependence). Suppose X is a team or a multiteam with domain I.
We say that y ⊆ I is G-dependent6 (or G-depends) on x ⊆ I if the following holds
for all s,s′ ∈ X : If s(xi) 6= s′(xi) for exactly one xi ∈ x, then s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for at least
one y j ∈ y.

In other words, if a unique element of x changes value in the team X , so does some
element of y. As mentioned above, the point of assuming a difference s(xi) 6= s′(xi)
for exactly one xi is that several differences might cancel out the difference s(y j) 6=
s′(y j). For example, y1 may be G-dependent on {x1,x2} and if exactly one of x1 and
x2 changes, then y1 changes, but if both x1 and x2 change, then y1 might stay the
same as the changes in y1 implied by the change in x1 might be cancelled by the
change in x2.

Changing exactly one factor at a time is sometimes called ceteris paribus mean-
ing “other things being equal”. G-dependence of y on x can be described also as a
change in x having the effect of a change in y, ceteris paribus. The use of ‘ceteris
paribus’ is sometimes criticised as it may not be clear what the ‘other things’ are
that are assumed equal. In the concept of G-dependence the ‘other things’ that are
equal are explicitly mentioned.

Example 1. Let us assume a company has a database with attributes salary, demand-
level, performance-level. The company wants to maintain the constraint that salary
depends on demand- and performance-levels. It is possible that demand-level is in-
creased, performance-level is lowered, and the salary stays the same. Therefore, a
change in the pair

(demand-level, performance-level)

6 Grelling calls this “varequidependence”. We use “G-dependence”, G for Grelling.
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need not imply a change in the salary. But the company wants to maintain the policy
that if exactly one of the two levels changes then the salary should change as well.
So here salary is G-dependent on demand- and performance-levels. To just say that
salary depends on demand- and performance-levels does not (according to our tech-
nical definition of dependence) exclude e.g. the unintended possibility that everyone
has the same salary.

Example 2. A hotel advertises that the room price depends on various factors, such
as the floor, the size, the wing, and extras. Some factors push the price up, other
factors lower the price. To really honour the statement that the price depends on
such factors the hotel may want to make sure that the price G-depends on them.

Grelling observes the following basic properties of G-dependence:

Lemma 1 ([11]).

1. x always G-depends on itself.
2. Every x G-depends on /0.
3. If x is constant (i.e. dependent on /0), then every y is G-dependent on x
4. If x has only different values, then x G-depends on any y.
5. If |x|= 1, then y G-depends on x if and only if x depends on y.

Proof. (1): Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that for exactly one xi ∈ x we have s(xi) 6= s′(xi).
Then a fortiori for some xi ∈ X we have s(xi) 6= s′(xi).
(2): To prove that x is G-dependent on /0, we start with s,s′ ∈ X and we have to prove
an implication of the form ϕ → ψ where ϕ is false since /0 has no elements. Thus
the implication is true for trivial reasons.
(3): This claim is proved as claim (2).
(4): To prove that x is G-dependent on y, we start with s,s′ ∈ X and we have to
prove an implication of the form ϕ → ψ where ψ is true by assumption. Thus the
implication is true for trivial reasons.
(5): Suppose x = {x0}. Let us first assume y is G-dependent on x. To prove that x
is dependent on y, assume s,s′ ∈ X such that s�y = s′�y. If s(x0) 6= s′(x0), then by
G-dependence, s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for some y j ∈ y, contrary to s�y = s′�y. Let us then
assume that x is dependent on y and prove that y is G-dependent on x. To that end,
suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that s(x0) 6= s′(x0). If there is no y j ∈ y such that s(y j) 6=
s′(y j), then s�y = s′�y, and by x being dependent on y we obtain s(x0) = s′(x0), a
contradiction. ut

The following is a consequence of Lemma 1 item 5.

Corollary 2. Dependence is definable from G-dependence in the following sense:
{y1, . . . ,yn} depends on x if and only if each yi G-depends on x.

We shall prove below a sequence of structural properties of G-dependence.

Lemma 2 (Monotonicity). If x G-depends on y, and x⊆ x′, then x′ G-depends on y.
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Proof. Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that there is exactly one yi ∈ y such that s(yi) 6= s′(yi).
Then s(x j) 6= s′(x j) for some x j ∈ x′, hence s(x j) 6= s′(x j) for some x j ∈ x′. ut

Lemma 3 (Addition Rule). Suppose y G-depends on x, and y′ G-depends on x′,
then yy′ G-depends on xx′.

Proof. Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that there is exactly one xi ∈ xx′ such that s(xi) 6=
s′(xi). We show s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for some y j ∈ yy′.
Case 1: xi ∈ x. Then there is exactly one xi ∈ x such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). We obtain
s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for some y j ∈ y and hence for some y j ∈ yy′.
Case 2: xi ∈ x′. Then there is exactly one xi ∈ x′ such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). We obtain
s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for some y j ∈ y′ and hence for some y j ∈ yy′. ut

Lemma 4 (Thinning Rule). Suppose z depends on y, and y G-depends on xz. Then
y G-depends on x.

Proof. Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that there is exactly one xi ∈ x such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi).
We show s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for some y j ∈ y. Assume otherwise, i.e. s(y j) = s′(y j) for all
y j ∈ y. Then, since z depends on y, we have s(zk) = s′(z j) for all zk ∈ z. Hence there
is exactly one xi ∈ xz such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). Since y G-depends on xz, s(y j) 6= s′(y j)
for some y j ∈ y, a contradiction. ut

Lemma 5 (Exchange Rule). Suppose x∩ y depends on z, x G-depends on yz, and y
G-depends on xz. Then z G-depends on xy.

Proof. Suppose s,s′ ∈X such that there is exactly one xi ∈ xy such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi).
We show s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z. Assume otherwise, i.e. s(z j) = s′(z j) for all
z j ∈ z.
Case 1: xi ∈ x. Then there is exactly one xi ∈ xz such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). We obtain
s(y j) 6= s′(y j) for some y j ∈ y. If y j is xi we contradict the assumption that x∩ y
depends on z. Suppose then y j is not xi. But then s(y j) = s′(y j), since there is exactly
one xi ∈ xy such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). This contradiction shows that s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for
some z j ∈ z.
Case 2: xi ∈ y. Then there is exactly one xi ∈ yz such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). We obtain
s(x j) 6= s′(x j) for some x j ∈ x. If x j is xi we contradict the assumption that x∩ y
depends on z. Suppose then x j is not xi. But then s(x j) = s′(x j), since there is exactly
one xi ∈ yz such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). This contradiction shows that s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for
some z j ∈ z. ut

Lemma 6 (Singleton Transitivity Rule). Suppose |u|= 1, x∩ y depends on z, and

(1) z G-depends on uy,
(2) z G-depends on ux,

Then z G-depends on xy.

Proof. Let u = {u0}. Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that there is exactly one xi ∈ xy such
that s(xi) 6= s′(xi). We show s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z. Assume otherwise, i.e.
s(z j) = s′(z j) for all z j ∈ z. Hence s � x∩ y = s′ � x∩ y.
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Case 1: xi ∈ x. If there is exactly one xi ∈ ux such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi), then by (2)
s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z, a contradiction. Hence u0 is not xi and s(u0) 6= s′(u0).
But now there is exactly one u0 ∈ uy such that s(ui) 6= s′(ui), whence by (1) s(z j) 6=
s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z, a contradiction.
Case 2: xi ∈ y. If there is exactly one yi ∈ uy such that s(yi) 6= s′(yi), then by (2)
s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z, a contradiction. Hence u0 is not yi and s(u0) 6= s′(u0).
But now there is exactly one u0 ∈ ux such that s(ui) 6= s′(ui), whence by (1) s(z j) 6=
s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z, a contradiction. ut

Lemma 7 (Transitivity Rule). If u G-depends on xy, x∩ y depends on z, and z G-
depends on xu and on yu, then z G-depends on xy.

Proof. Suppose s,s′ ∈X such that there is exactly one xi ∈ xy such that s(xi) 6= s′(xi).
We show s(z j) 6= s′(z j) for some z j ∈ z. Assume otherwise, i.e. s(z j) = s′(z j) for all
z j ∈ z. Since u G-depends on xy, there is u j ∈ u such that s(u j) 6= s′(u j). If xi ∈ x\y,
then this contradicts the assumption that z G-depends on yu. If xi ∈ y \ x, then this
contradicts the assumption that z G-depends on xu. If xi ∈ x∩y, then this contradicts
the assumption that x∩ y depends on z. ut

Lemma 8 ([11]). If x is interdependent, every y is G-dependent on x.

Proof. If x = /0, then the claim follows from Lemma 1 (2). If |x| = 1, then by in-
terdependence, x is constant (i.e. dependent on /0). Hence y is G-dependent on x
by Lemma 1 (3). Suppose then |x| > 1. Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that for exactly one
x j ∈ x we have s(x j) 6= s(x j), but still s�y 6= s′�y. Let xk ∈ x be different from x j.
Thus s(xk) = s(xk). As x j depends on xk, s(x j) 6= s(x j), a contradiction. ut

Definition 7. x is G-interdependent if every xi ∈ x is G-dependent on x\{xi}.

Theorem 2 ([11]). Suppose |x| > 1. Then x is interdependent if and only if x is G-
interdependent.

Proof. Suppose first x is interdependent. To prove that x is G-interdependent, let
xi ∈ x. We show that {xi} is G-dependent on x\{xi}, which we know is non-empty.
Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that for exactly one x j ∈ x we have s(x j) 6= s(x j). Since x j is
dependent on x\{xi}, we cannot have

s�(x\{xi}) = s′�(x\{xi}). (2)

Thus there must be xk ∈ x\{xi} such that s(xk) 6= s′(xk), contrary to the uniqueness
of x j. To conclude the proof that xi is G-dependent on x \ {xi} we have to prove
an implication ϕ → ψ , where ϕ has just been shown to be false. Thus the claim
follows. Suppose then x is G-interdependent. To prove that x is interdependent, let
xi ∈ x. We show that {xi} is dependent on x \ {xi}, which we again know is non-
empty. Suppose s,s′ ∈ X such that (2) holds. We claim that s(xi) = s′(xi). Suppose
not. Then xi is the one and only element of x for which s and s′ disagree. Let xk ∈
x\{xi}. By G-interdependence xk is G-dependent on x\{xk}. Since there is exactly
one xi ∈ x \ {xk} where s and s′ disagree, G-dependence implies s(xk) 6= s′(xk), a
contradiction. ut
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x1 x2 y
s1 0 0 0
s2 1 1 0

Fig. 9 Strong dependence is not symmetric.

The strongest and final variant of dependence Grelling introduces is the following
concept:

Definition 8. Suppose X is a (multi)team. A subset x of I is said to be strongly
dependent on a subset y of I in X , if x is dependent and G-dependent on y in X .

By Corollary 2 strong dependence is expressible in terms of G-dependence alone.
In strong dependence we incorporate both aspects of dependence discussed above:
isolating not only the y that x is dependent on in the sense that if we are given y,
we can figure out what x is, but also making sure that everything in y is relevant. In
other words, if the values of y are kept the same, the values of x stay the same, but
the moment one factor in y is changes, immediately also x changes. There is a strong
sense of x and y being dependent on each other, and to be sure, mutual dependence
implies strong dependence. However, strong dependence is not equivalent to mutual
dependence and is not necessarily even symmetric. In the team of Figure 9 y strongly
depends on x1x2 but x1x2 does not (strongly) depend on y. But strong dependence is
symmetric on singletons:

Lemma 9 ([11]). The following conditions are equivalent:

1. {x1} is strongly dependent on {x2}.
2. {x2} is strongly dependent on {x1}.
3. {x1} and {x2} are mutually dependent.
4. {x1,x2} is interdependent.

Proof. (1) implies (2): We prove first that {x2} is dependent on {x1}. Suppose
s(x1) = s′(x1). If s(x2) 6= s′(x2), then as {x1} is G-dependent on {x2}, s(x1) 6= s′(x1),
a contradiction. Hence s(x2) = s′(x2). Let us then prove that {x2} is G-dependent on
{x1}. Suppose s(x1) 6= s′(x1). If s(x2) = s′(x2), then as {x1} is dependent on {x2},
s(x1) = s′(x1), a contradiction. Hence s(x2) 6= s′(x2).
(2) implies (3), and (3) implies (4) by definition.
(4) implies (1): We need only prove that {x1} is G-dependent on {x2}. Suppose
s(x2) 6= s′(x2). If s(x1) = s′(x1), then as {x2} is dependent on {x1}, s(x2) = s′(x2), a
contradiction. Hence s(x1) = s′(x1). ut

Grelling mentions the following Lemma as being of particular importance in
science, for it implies that if {x1} is mutually dependent on y and one succeeds in
keeping constant all the elements of y except x2, then a strict correlation should be
observed between x1 and x2.

Lemma 10 ([11]). If {x1} is strongly dependent on y , and y\{x2} is constant in X,
then ∀s,s′ ∈ X(s(x1) = s′(x1)↔ s(x2) = s′(x2)).
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Proof. The direction “→ ” is a consequence of x1 being G-dependent on y. The
direction “← ” is a consequence of x1 being dependent on y. ut

We have derived various properties of G-dependence by appealing directly to the
definition of its semantics. Are there simple rules which would give a mechanical
method for deriving all the true properties of G-dependence?

Proposition 1. Suppose Σ ∪{ϕ} is a finite set of statements of the form “u is G-
dependent on v” for various finite sets u and v of variables. There is an effective
method for deciding whether every team which satisfies Σ also satisfies ϕ .

Proof. We use the standard technique of reduction to the Bernays-Schönfinkel-
Ramsey class (see e.g. [3, Section 6.2.2]). Let x = {x1, . . . ,xn} be all the finitely
many variables occurring in Σ ∪{ϕ}. Let x′ = {x′1, . . . ,x′n} be a set of new variables
such that W ∩W ′ = /0. We take a new n-place relation symbol R. For any u,v ⊆W
and ψ ∈ Σ ∪{ϕ} of the form

“v is G-dependent on u”,

let ψ∗ be the formula

(
∨

xi∈u
(¬xi = x′i∧

∧
x j∈u\{xi}

x j = x′j))→
∨
yi∈v
¬yi = y′i.

Let θ be the first order sentence

[∀x1 . . .∀xn∀x′1 . . .x′n((R(x1, . . . ,xn)∧R(x′1, . . . ,x
′
n))→

∧
ψ∈Σ

ψ
∗)]→

∀x1, . . .∀xn∀x′1 . . .∀x′n((R(x1, . . . ,xn)∧R(x′1, . . . ,x
′
n))→ ϕ

∗).

It is clear that every team which satisfies Σ also satisfies ϕ if and only if θ is a
valid first order sentence. Since θ is equivalent to a universal-existential sentence in
a relational vocabulary, its validity is decidable by the decidability of the Bernays-
Schönfinkel-Ramsey class. ut

In view of the above decidability result it seems reasonable to ask the following
question:

Open Problem 3 Find a (simple) complete set Γ of rules for G-dependence state-
ments such that if Σ ∪{ϕ} is a set of statements of the form “u is G-dependent on
v” for various finite sets u and v of variables, then ϕ follows from Σ by the rules Γ

if and only if every team which satisfies Σ also satisfies ϕ .

By Proposition 1 such complete sets Γ must exist but what is needed is a set of
simple rules, such as the Armstrong Axioms (D1)-(D4) above.

In summary, G-dependence captures important aspects of phenomena associated
with dependence and one not brought about by (functional) dependence. It seems to
be more relevant for the methodology of scientific research than for database theory.
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Still, G-dependence has a clear intuitive meaning also in the database context and
can conceivably have applications there. While functional dependence has a simple
complete axiomatization ([1]) essentially based on (D1)-(D4), no such Complete-
ness Theorem is known for G-dependence.

5 G-dependence logic

In dependence logic [24] relations “x depends on y” are incorporated into first order
logic by introducing a new type of atomic formula. If x and y are finite sequences of
variables, then

=(y,x)

is an atomic formula of dependence logic, with the intuitive meaning “x depends on
y”. The semantics of =(y,x) is defined by means of condition (E) of Definition 3 as
follows: Suppose X is a (multi)team. Then

X |==(y,x)

if and only if
∀s,s′ ∈ X(s�y = s′�y→ s�x = s′�x).

The semantics of other atomic formulas as well as logical operations ∧,∨,∃,∀ is
defined as in [24]. Let us denote the resulting extension of first order logic by D .

In the same way we can add relations “x G-depends on y” to first order logic by
introducing a new type of atomic formula

m(y,x)

with the intuitive meaning “x G-depends on y”. The semantics of m(y,x) is defined
as follows: Suppose X is a (multi)team. Then

X |=m(y,x)

if and only if for all s,s′ ∈ X the following holds: if s(yi) 6= s′(yi) for exactly one
yi ∈ y, then s(x j) 6= s′(x j) for at least one x j ∈ x.

Let us denote the resulting logic by G . The following simple properties of G are
easy to prove:

Lemma 11. G-dependence logic G is local7, has the empty team property8, and is
downwards closed9.

7 The truth of a formula depends only on the restriction of the team to the variables that are free in
the formula.
8 The empty team satisfies every formula.
9 If a team satisfies a formula then every subteam satisifies it.
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Since dependence is definable in terms of G-dependence (Corollary 2), D is a
sublogic of G . It is easy to adapt the proof that formulas of D are definable (in
non-empty teams) in existential second order logic ([24, Theorem 68]) to a proof
that formulas of G are definable in existential second order logic. Since formulas
of G are downward closed, and the expressive power of formulas ϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) of
D is on non-empty teams the same as the expressive power of sentences Φ(R) of
existential second order logic with a predicate R (for the team) occurring negatively
only ([21]), we obtain:

Proposition 2. G-dependence logic G and dependence logic D have the same ex-
pressive power (of formulas).

It follows that the atom m(x,y) is expressible (in non-empty teams) by a formula
ϕ(x,y) of D . How complicated is the simplest such formula ϕ(x,y)? The proof of
Proposition 2 gives some formula ϕ(x,y) but the best we can say, by using general
facts abut D , is that it is universal existential. Let us look at some other logics
based on team semantics. Independence logic, based on the independence atoms
x ⊥ y, was introduced in [10]. Inclusion logic, based on the inclusion atoms x ⊆ y,
was introduced in [7]. Although the inclusion atom is definable in independence
logic, we consider the extension FO(⊆,⊥) of first order logic obtained by adding
the atoms x⊆ y and the atoms x ⊥ y. The expressive power of formulas of this logic
(even of independence logic alone) is the same as that of existential second order
logic ([7]).

Because of Proposition 2 the validity problem for formulas of G-dependence
logic G is non-arithmetical ([24, Theorem 120]). However, we point out that for
general soft reasons, applicable to almost any axiomatization question in team se-
mantics, a fragment of G can be axiomatized. Let ∨B be the Boolean disjunction,
that is, a team satisfies ϕ ∨B ψ if and only if it satisfies ϕ or ψ . Let ∃1 be the fol-
lowing version of the existential quantifier: a team X satisfies ∃1xϕ in a model if
and only if there is an element a in the domain of the model such that the team,
obtained by changing the value of s(x) to a for each s ∈ X , satisfies ϕ (this is known
in inquisitive logic as the inquisitive existential quantifier). Let G− be the fragment
of G obtained by closing the set of atomic formulas of G under ∧,∨B,∃1 and ∀.
Note that G− still contains ordinary first order logic (and the G-dependence atoms).

Theorem 4. Validity of formulas of the fragment G− of G is recursively axiomatiz-
able.

Proof. We assume, for simplicity, that the non-logical vocabulary of G− consists of
one binary relation symbol S only. Let Rm be a new m-ary relation symbol for each
m. It is straightforward to define a translation ϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) 7→ τϕ(x1,...,xn)(R

n) from
G− to the Π 1

1 -part of second order logic such that the following holds: A non-empty
team X with domain {x1, . . . ,xn} satisfies ϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) in a model M if and only if
(M , rel(X)) satisfies τϕ(x1,...,xn)(R

n), where rel(X) refers to X as a relation (rather
than as a team). We use x to denote x1, . . . ,xn for various n, and similarly x′.

1. τxi=x j(R
m) = ∀x(Rm(x1, . . . ,xm)→ xi = x j), whenever 1≤ i≤ m and 1≤ j ≤ m.
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2. τ¬xi=x j(R
m) = ∀x(Rm(x1, . . . ,xm)→¬xi = x j), whenever 1≤ i≤ m and 1≤ j ≤

m.
3. τS(xi,x j)(R

m) = ∀x(Rm(x1, . . . ,xm)→ S(xi,x j)), whenever 1≤ i≤ m and 1≤ j ≤
m.

4. τ¬S(xi,x j)(R
m) = ∀x(Rm(x1, . . . ,xm)→ ¬S(xi,x j)), whenever 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤

j ≤ m.
5. τm(u,v)(Rm) = ∀x∀x′((Rm(x1, . . . ,xm)∧Rm(x′1, . . . ,x

′
m))→ (

∨
xi∈u(¬xi = x′i∧∧

x j∈u\{xi} x j = x′j))→
∨

yi∈v¬yi = y′i), whenever u⊆{1, . . . ,m} and v⊆{1, . . . ,m}.
6. τϕ∧ψ(Rm) = τϕ(Rm)∧ τψ(Rm)
7. τϕ∨Bψ(Rm) = τϕ(RM)∨ τψ(Rm)
8. τ∃1xi0 ϕ(xi0 ,xi1 ,...,xin )

(Rm) = ∃x′i0∀R
m+1(∀x1 . . .∀xm+1(Rm+1(x1, . . . ,xm+1)↔

(R(x1, . . . ,xi0−1,xi0+1, . . . ,xm+1)∧ xi0 = x′i0))→ τϕ(xi0 ,...,xin )
(Rm+1)),

whenever {i1, . . . , in} ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} and i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m+1}
9. τ∀xi0 ϕ(xi0 ,xi1 ,...,xin )

(Rm) = ∀Rm+1(∀x1 . . .∀xm+1(Rm+1(x1, . . . ,xm+1)↔
R(x1, . . . ,xi0−1,xi0+1, . . . ,xm+1))→ τϕ(xi0 ,...,xin )

(Rm+1)),
whenever {i1, . . . , in} ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} and i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m+1}.

We used here the fact that Π 1
1 -formulas of second order logic are closed—up

to logical equivalence—under disjunction, conjunction and first order existential
quantification. Now, a formula ϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) of G-dependence logic is valid if and
only if the Π 1

1 -sentence τϕ(x1,...,xn)(R
n) of second order logic is valid. The latter

concept is recursively axiomatizable by Gödel’s Completeness Theorem. ut

Are there interesting formulas in G− apart from the atomic formulasm(x,y) (and
first order formulas)? We do not know. However, G ′ is not decidable, as it contains
first order logic.

Open Problem 5 Give a simple axiomatization for G−.

6 Conclusion

We end with a quote from Grelling [11]. It is easy to agree with this even today: “The
definitions which I have proposed here are nothing but attempts to solve the problem
of dependence. Most of these concepts might not be applicable yet to the practical
course of science. However I firmly believe and hope that further developments of
these investigations will finally prove to be fairly useful for all sorts of scientists.”
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